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Bingo questions
The most abundunt

fossil fuel
Coal

The type of landform
that are steep, also

known as a gorge are
called

Canyon

Name of liquid inside
a volcano

Magma

The son from the
parable who ran away

from home and
squandered his

father's inheritance

Prodigal

The process of a rock
changing from

igneous to
sedimentary or
metamorphic

Rock cycle

Feather clouds that
occur in highest

altitudes, often during
sunsets

Cirrus

A biome that is hot,
humid with exotic

animals
Tropical Rainforest



Bingo questions
Quick movement of

snow down a
mountainside

Avalanche

A column of rotating
air with fast wind

speeds and stretches
from the ground to

the clouds

Canyon

Calmest part of a
hurricane

Tornado

Large ocean current
that affect climate

Eye

A type biome that is
the driest and

recieves less than 10
inches of rain

El Nino

Name the mineral the
statue of libery made

of?

Desert

Copper

The layer in the
atmosphere that
protects us from
harmful UV rays

Ozone layer



Bingo questions
According to the

Bible, how old is the
earth?

6,000-10,000 years

Another name for the
northern lights that

occur in the
ionosphere layer of

the atmosphere

Water vapor that falls
from the sky

Aurora Borealis

An example of a
renewable resource

Precipitation

How do earthquakes
occur

Sun

Name the city in Italy
that was buried by
tons of volanic ash

Tetonic plates sliding

Pompeii

Name the ship that
sank after running

into a iceberg
Titanic



Bingo questions
The mineral that's

also known as "fools
gold"

Pyrite

Area of land that
becomes very dry

becuase a mountain
range blocks the rainy

weather

Name of the thunder
clouds

Rain shadow effect

Where is tornado
alley located

Cumulonimbus

Name the hurricaine
that occured in
August 2005 in

Florida, Mississippi,
and Louisana 

Northern Plains

Hurricaine Katrina


